LEARNING RESOURCES AND
SUPPORT
The department predominantly will be using
resources form Mathematics Mastery. These will
include lesson slides, class activities, workbooks
and many problem solving tasks.
In addition to this, all classrooms are fitted with
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an interactive whiteboard and a desktop computer. Each PC has a broad selection of mathematical software available for staff and students
to use.
All students are supplied with login access to the
mymaths and Mathwatch websites for their independent study and revision.

TIMES TABLE ROCK STARS
Having a secure and confident recall of your
times tables is absolutely crucial to your child
reaching their potential. To support this, year 7
students will take part in ‘times tables rock
stars’. This fun daily activity helps secure pupils
times tables and support their enjoyment and
confidence in mathematics.
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The Mathematics Mastery approach has

Problem Solving

three key principles: deep understanding,

We believe that problem-solving is both

mathematical thinking and mathematical

how and why we learn mathematics, and

language, with problem solving at the heart

that it should be integrated throughout

of our curriculum.

every lesson to develop students’ depth
of understanding of the subject.

Deep Understanding
We believe students should be encouraged

C+P+A

to develop a deep understanding of the

We use a concrete-pictorial-abstract

KEY STAGE 3
CURRICULUM

concepts they meet rather than learn from

approach in lessons, so students can

rules.

deepen their understanding of

In Key stage 3, pupils in Kingsdale will be

Mathematical Thinking

following a mastery curriculum, in

We believe that it is essential for students

partnership with Mathematics Mastery. A

to develop mathematical thinking in and

Growth Mindset

mastery curriculum encourages learning

out of the classroom, to fully master

At Mathematics Mastery, we believe that

that builds and focusses on depth of

mathematical concepts.

through hard work and effort everyone

mathematical concepts through a variety
of representations.

can get better at maths.

understanding before breadth. Key
mathematical concepts are taught and then

Mathematical Language

applied and connected to other areas of

We believe that pupils should be

For more information about

learning throughout the year and beyond.

encouraged to use mathematical language

Mathematics Mastery, visit the website

This approach deepens understanding, and

throughout their maths learning to deepen

at www.mathematicsmastery.org

consolidates knowledge and skills.

their understanding of concepts.

